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About This Game

Fishing on the Fly is an indie hard core fly fishing game created by one crazy person, Mac Clark, a fly fishing guide in the
Northwest. This is one of the only fishing games made in the U.S.A., so expect a game where the dev actually fished these areas

with expert knowledge.

Enjoy explosive fishing game play, explore actual models of blue-ribbon rivers, catch authentic trophy fish and experience true
to life fishing challenges. Original and unique game mechanics get more challenging the longer you play. Built using the award

winning Unreal Engine.

Features

Learn: Mysteries surrounding fly fishing secrets in 14 chapters while you progress by unlocking new locations and
equipment.

Choose: Unlock Equipment, rivers, modes and difficulty as you level up.

Solve: Actual hatches used by expert fly fisherman that change by season.

Exciting: Animations and leaping fish that combine effortlessly into millions of new and thrilling combinations.

Real life: Strategies and tactics are used to catch fish in the game.
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Explore: Famous western rivers accurately modeled using USGS data.

Win: Fish Bucks as a reward to purchase equipment and flies in game.

Display: Trophies and earned equipment unlocked in your man cave to share with friends.

Enjoy: Local wildlife like realistic bears, buffaloes, wolves and lots (and lots) of different fish.
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Title: Fishing on the Fly
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Numicus Studios
Publisher:
Numicus LLC
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 2.8 GHz/AMD Phenom II X4 945 3.0 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: •NVIDIA GTX 550 Ti 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I almost recommended the game until the last 15 minutes before the ending... the graphics, music, gameplay, dialogues are just
what I desired in a point&click adventure game, and the story is really captivating. However, when you ruin an ending in any
kind of storytelling, you basically dismiss all the process of getting there.. I really liked all those puzzles. They're pretty cute.
Easy achievements too ^^. Pros:

-Gameplay feels 100% retro
-Game perfectly feels like an arcade game from the early 80s
-Good controls
-Well-made level design
-Simple concept that works
-Co-Op feature
-Achievements
-Trading Cards
-In-Game difficulty that grows well
-Good retro graphics
-Cheap price

Cons:

-No in-game music
-Partial Controller Support
-Game tends to be repetitive (Single Player)

Other infos:

Game is family friendly: Yes
Low-Specs computer friendly: Yes
Game's overall relevance: Very recommended. First things first: if you are looking for very difficult puzzles or tough monsters
to slay, keep looking for another game because this is not what you will find here.

What you will find is a heartwarming story about two lovers who get separated by Ceress being sentenced to death for loving
Orea. But this is not the end. Ceress gets the chance to solve a series of small puzzles and if she succeeds she will be able to
return to Orea.

Apart from the small puzzles that are not too difficult but fun you get to collect some memories (and get achievements for
them) that show episodes of the love story between Ceress and Orea.
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The controls are very neat and intuitive. The gameplay is smooth. You can see that Plueschkatze put a lot of love and effort into
the design of this little game.

If you are looking for something small and precious, I really recommend this game.

I played it twice already (also to unlock all achievements since in the first run I missed two memories) and I will totally play it
again since it is really cute and created with love.. It pains me to give this game a thumbs down. The drawings are gorgeous, a
loving effort to create an an experience on an alien planet. Really, every scene is worth framing.

Unfortunately, it's a short and very flawed game. There are some intriguing characters, but they barely get a few seconds of
play. The hidden object scenes are too easy, and the puzzles odd and unsatisfying.

But worst of all: the programming. The game requires very frustrating “pixel hunting” to move forward, and no rewards for
creative thinking. The puzzles are plain bad.

Also, bugs: make sure to turn off the “fancy cursor” or else your cursor will sometimes leap around the screen randomly.

There's a lot of potential in the team that made this game. I hope they can make something playable in the future.. overall I'd say
this is one of the most disappointing gameplay experiences I've ever had in a game there is little to no guidance from the
tutorials that actually helps you much and the frequency of crashing to desktop and freezing in freelook mode made this one of
less then 5 games I've ever attempted to refund and mind you I kept No man's sky.

By category:

controls 0/10 very clunky and even once you get them hard to use and even after looking on guides I couldn't find the way to get
back in the ship properly.
storyline 3/10 so far didn't talk to more then 3 peeps as you are locked up at the start this held some real promise and I didn't dig
too deep
tutorial 0/10 almost useless
mining 3/10 was pretty ok untill the drill broke before the tutorial explained how to fix it. and yes I did try to go and use the
repair bay that was clearly marked click on ok and it didn't fix my drill very disappointed in that.

overall experience:
it has promise with literally a full overhaul of all the controlls and an actually helpful tutorial but in it's current state it was one
of the most disappointing buys I've made on steam and I got it on sale.
. For \u00a30.79 this game is good to fill 10 minutes of boredom.

The physics in the game are good fore the price however at times can be a bit wonky\/off

The controls in the game however are pretty awful with movement being extremely gittery and thrustrating. To hit the golf ball
you either have to move the camera with the cursor to find the right "power" you want to hit the ball at. However left shift is
useful if you do not want to move the first person camera whilst aiming. This is a useful feature as many times the ball will be
behind an object and as without using the left shift feature you cannot look straight down , using left shift to use the cursor
without moving the first person camera can really help.

The graphics are decent however there is very little difference between the highest and lowest graphical settings. The lighting
could be improved however in many spots as well as a possible indication to where the hole it. In many occasions the hole itself
is barely visible due to it blending in with the shading on the map. This could easily be fixed with a small indication to where the
hole for better visibility of where your aiming for.

The music at times can be extremely obnoxious especially when you are trying to concentrate. An option to turn off the music
would be great however in its current state this is not present.

The overall gameplay is basic and will help kill 10 minutes and for \u00a30.79 there isnt much to complain about
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While I love the premise and it's simplicity, it's TOO simple and after about 2 hours there's not much left to do unless you want
to unlock the best ship. The quests are repetitive and there are not many places to go, and all the places you do get to go to are
more or less all the same in terms of what they can provide you with. I got this on sale for $0.99 which was a great price, can't
recommend it for $10 though unless a lot more stuff comes out for this in the future.. I found this game to mess a lot with my
heartstrings and I love it for that. The story's great, the characters are loveable, it all works out nicely. The plot may be a bit
confusing, but it all makes sense in the end. I hope to see more games like this in the future!. EDIT: I didn't originally
recommend, but I changed the review since my main issue was adressed. Below is the original. A lot of that wonkiness is still
there, so there's value in keeping that, but it is early acccess, so that's to be expected.

Bit torn on this. Most of the time, it's a solid if unpolished game, about what you expect from an early access title. I'll try to keep
it low-spoiler because there's genuine potential here.

So why am I not recommending this? Because on three seperate occaisons, I ran into seriously frustrating ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. The
first two are the intial boss fights of the two main quest lines. Neither is fun, because combat isn't very good, and they are both
badly designed even in the context of the bad combat system. One has a somewhat obtuse alternate solution, so ok, fine,
whatever.

The other you have to get through or permantely loose an NPC. The only way to get through is A) get a ranged weapon, so you
don't have to facetank him when he deigns to let you hit him, and B) lots of HP restorers, because the second phase makes you
facetank him anyway. It's also slow and tedious as ♥♥♥♥. But you know, whatever, I got past him. Let's just get on with it.

I played for a fair while longer. At one point, I decided to make an undersea tunnel, because that sounded like fun. And it was.
Until I reached the next island, tripped an event flag, and my stuff got blasted apart. You get some refund for those destroyed
structures, but not all, but it's still a lot of wasted time. You don't get a refund for stored items if your storage gets destroyed. My
storage got destroyed.
I like the idea of the event in principle, but in a game about collecting stuff, suddenly taking away that stuff without any warning
in an event the player can easily trigger by accident is just a bad idea.

Ultimatly, I just have zero motivation to play this game anymore.. I actually really liked the mechanic for those puzzles but quite
early into the game it starts feeling really buggy:
- Stars get presented wrongly (you supposedly get 2 stars instead of 3 but when you check the levellist you actually got 3)
- (I only managed to do this once) On repeatedly pressing R randomly and at some point Escape I got 3 stars in one level without
completing it (could not really repruduce it further)

Besides that the Game feels repetitive and it is quite often that you complete a level with far less moves than you need for 3
stars, the 3 stars are no challenge which they should be in a puzzle game.

All in all I would not recommend it for 5€, I got it in the Humble Bundle Yogcast Jingle Jam Bundle and I can't say I disliked
the game... but I did not really like it too much either. 1€ or less would be a fair price I suppose.. Very nice DLC pack,
personally i like Extinction in CoD Ghosts games and i love the Extinction map in this pack but also the Multiplayer ones are
very nice :D. If you get it with a friend, it's most definetely worth it, it's quirky, fun and multiplayer. On the downside the
devlopers haven't updated it at the time of writing since Sept 2014 and there's not a lot of people currently playing.. You can tell
within minutes that this game is well crafted and respects the time and efforts of the player. I can't help but recommend this on
sale or at full price: just get it.. I would first like to say that this game was excellent.
The gameplay is not only fluid, but really great for a 2d sidescrolling puzzle game. I'm not gonna lie I did in-fact get stuck on a
few parts of the game, it was really thought out and I really enjoyed the challange. Since each of the characters do different
things\/different abilities, I found myself really getting into that intrinsic part of the game. I can't remember the last time I've
played a game quit like this and thought that in order to progress you need use Dante, Malice, and Elliot at different times just
simply neat.

I would say one of my favorite things in Grave Danger was the banter between the characters, it wasn't over done and actually
quite funny. The music was also really fun and really good. One last thing I would like to comment on was the fact that I ran into
very few bugs, considering this was from what I can tell the first game from this developer.
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I would highly suggest playing this sweet little game.
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